great southern land

Swap Cards Photo Display
Kylie Obst - Photographs by Andrew Barnes

Swap Cards Photo Display (SB2118)

Products Used: SB2118 Swap Card Photo Display, Great Southern Land Paper
Collection, Specialty Diecut, EM921 Skeleton Leaves, Clear Stamp Texture CS752
Script, T303 Foam Tape.
Other: Sepia, brown & dark green ink.

Lightly ink the edges of the frame using the sepia ink then randomly stamp
the script pattern over the top using brown ink.
Glue the frame and backing piece together.
Using a selection of papers cut out twelve rectangles to fit the frames. Ink
the edges before adhering in the frames.
Ink the skeleton leaves with dark green ink. Cut out some of the flowers
from WA and attach these with the skeleton leaves to your frame.
Cut out the budgerigar from the specialty diecut TAS and adhere with foam
tape to give dimension.
Print a quote onto a piece of VIC, cut into strips and attach. Adhere your
photos and diecut tags from TAS with foam tape and add any extra
embellishments you desire.

Caravan Album
Jess Milinkovic

Caravan Album (SB2116)

Products Used: Great Southern Land Paper Collection, PS199 TAS, MA506 Latte Mini
Alpha Stickers, FL378 Wooden Flourish - Sitting Birds (4pk), FL405 Wooden Flourish –
Leaf, FL357 Wooden Flourish – Small Leaves, M019 Dark Brown Album Rings, EM963
Hunt & Gather Embellishment Pack.
Other: Brown and Sepia inks, Twine, Dark Red Grosgrain ribbon and vintage train
tickets.

Cover first page of the album using NSW (reverse), ink edges and paper.
Cover second page of the album with NT, and also adhere an inked and
distressed Australian flag from the specialty paper.
Cover all inside pages using a combination of torn and cut pieces from SA
and VIC papers.
Cut eight 3cm high pennants from VIC, and adhere to a piece of twine.
Adhere alpha stickers to each pennant spelling the word ‘Roadtrip’. Adhere
to the front of the album. Ink a sitting bird wooden flourish and attach to
the front also.
Inside Spreads: Adhere your photos in order of your road trip pitstops, and
number them using alpha stickers.
Further embellish the spreads using inked wooden flourishes, hunt &
gather corrugated tags, vintage train tickets and cards from the speciality.
Finish by tying ribbon to the album rings, and as a handle on the right of
the album.
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